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 CONCEPT STATEMENT 
 
 
Eurydice, by Sarah Ruhl, is the grievous untangling of memory dealing with 
love, loss and death. Sarah Ruhl adapted the myth of Orpheus to a tale from 
Eurydice’s point of view. She saw the play as a love letter to her father soon after his 
death.  
  Set in a contemporary setting with a nod to nostalgia, the story begins with 
an impetuous engagement of two colorful young lovers who cannot truly seem to 
listen to one another. After quickly moving to the wedding party, curiosity leads 
Eurydice to the Nasty Interesting Man’s apartment. The first movement is woven 
together with vignettes of Eurydice’s deceased Father. He aches to be a part of her 
life by writing letters to her. Eurydice is lured to a fateful fall to her death and finds 
herself unable to communicate in the cold, dank and ebony filled underworld. The 
three Stones nudge her through the soulless new surroundings as Eurydice longs for 
her husband, Orpheus. Simultaneously, scenes flow from Orpheus writing letters to 
her in the above world to Eurydice gaining memory through the nurturing of her 
Father in the underworld. After Eurydice makes her way back to Orpheus, he is 
cursed because of looking back at Eurydice. Both are sent back to their opposing 
worlds. Once back, Eurydice finds her Father lifeless, dipped in the river and stripped 
of memory not being able to deal with the pain of the loss of Eurydice. She decides 
she can’t bear to live holding on to the agonizing memories. In the last moments of 






The letters of the dead became a central motif to hold the world of the play. 
The challenge of the design of this show was the ability to seamlessly move and 
transition from the above world to the underworld. The director, Mitchel Hebert, and 
I wanted to create a world in which the living and the dead coincided beside watch 
other within arm’s reach. He wanted to have two separate worlds illustrated with a 
definitive transition to both. Mitch saw the above world paralleling the relationship of 
Orpheus and Eurydice. He wanted it to be a façade of their love. To Orpheus and 
Eurydice, everything was rosy colored and dreamlike while the longing for being 
heard and understood washed a gray gloom over their world. For the transition 
between the two worlds, Mitch wanted to see the physical fall of Eurydice. For the 
second and third movements taking place in the underworld, the director wanted to 
experience the tangled, tangible feelings and emotions of the text. He saw the 
underworld rich in texture but robbed of life and meaning.  It was important for Mitch 
to have the space transformed. He wanted the audience to be disorientated and convey 
a sense of confusion painted with a coldness that was unforgiving and stripped of 
color.  
In my opinion, designing the set of Eurydice was an exercise in creating an 





CHAPTER 1: THE PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS 
 
Section 1 The Initial Concept Meeting 
During the First Concept Meeting, Mitch prefaced the meeting by sharing an 
experience he had of being a part of a revolting production several years back. With 
this production at the University of Maryland, he wanted to do it “his” way which 
will be nothing like the Round House version. Mitch wanted to throw away whimsy 
and nostalgia to become a production stripped of humanity. He saw it heavy, dark and 
not pleasant. Mitch shared images, music and video selections with the design team 
that described aesthetically and emotionally how he would like the play as a whole to 
feel (Figures 1-20). 
Mitch expanded on the idea that the play should be able to hold support music 
that ranges from “When You Wish Upon A Star” to songs from Nine Inch Nails. It 
needed to have a feeling of contraction and expansiveness, enveloping the space. 
There was to be a lack of humanity in the set not letting anyone know where we are 
carved by shafts of light. Mitch requested that on the stage should be the river, the 
string room and an elevator. As a design, he called for “rejecting all of the things she 
[Sarah Ruhl] calls for. That is the theatre of the 90’s…. The image of a giant rock 
onstage is a cool idea. I see the rock surrounded by water, like they’re on an island 










































































































Section 2 Initial Research Images  
After a few individual meetings with the director, I developed research 
focusing on tactile textures, feeling, mood, darkness, shafts of light obstructed and 
passing through, memories, lifelessness and cloudlessness. In preliminary discussions 
with my advisor, Daniel Conway, we discussed using different avenues of research as 
well as looking at the aesthetics of David Zinn. I focused on finding textures and 
architecture to help create a subterranean shell waterlogged with time. The figures 21- 









































Section 3 Developing Design  
After receiving positive feedback for the research, I presented to Mitch and 
the design team, I developed the design by working through bashing basic shapes in a 
Kogod Model Box and skinning the forms in Photoshop. I solidified how I wanted the 
set to be configured responding to the idea of contraction and expansion.  
My initial sketch (Figure 27) illustrated the above world. It created a 
contracted space that relied on the superficiality of projection to paint elements of 
each setting. Once the montage of Eurydice floating down to her death was projected 
onto the wall, the rush of the falling physical wall revealed the expansiveness of the 
underworld. The elimination of the wall created a world full of texture, collected 
falling objects of Eurydice's life, hundreds of letters her father has sent her, and 
opportunities for shafts of unnatural light and distortion of space (Figure 28, 29). I 
carried the OSB texture into the underworld creating a raked decaying waterlogged 
floor. It angled towards the audience with a large rectangular structure that became 
the elevator lined in water-stained pink coffin tufting. All of the elements of the string 
room, the river, and the rain were solved scenically. Throughout the second and third 
movements, Orpheus appeared in the grates in the walls as a direct channel to the 
above world, just within arm's reach to Eurydice.  
At the next meeting, Mitch saw opportunities for changes to head a less 
composed direction eliminating much of the objects and letters (Figures 30, 31). 
Mitch saw the bathtub as a possible metaphor for the final river scene. I offered 
several other river solutions that seemed too him too theatrical. He was unsure if he 





For the third meeting,  Dan and I discussed researching sewage pipes as a 
delivery system to the underworld (Figures 32-35). From there, I created new 
renderings of the above world and underworld (Figures 36, 37). 
The fourth meeting revealed that this was not the world he imagined. Dan and 
I discussed making a fresh start. He noted his interest in things that lose their meaning 
once in the underworld. Mitch was interested in doors and what happens when the 
door is removed from its casing; doorways that lead to nowhere and doors sunken 
into the ground. He decided not to use water nor solve any of the underworld 
requirements scenically. He gave them to the projection designer, Mark Costello.  
I went back to the research phase (Figures 38-40) For this iteration, I started 
with a bash model to create a sculpture including the new idea. I chose to illustrate a 
world of falling doors from their casings. It was important to explore the new 
possibilities of blocking using the door sculpture as a playground for the actors and 
the audience to use their imagination without literal representation (Figure 41).  
Mitch did not agree with the new design. We both returned to the beginning of 
the research process. After conferring with Dan, I went back to the original images 
that Mitch presented and created the design directly from those images (Figures 1-
20).  
I went back to the idea of creating a collage (Figure 42). I drew from the 
images the common denominator of columns, colonnades, subterranean textures and 
colorless shafts of light from every direction. The idea of the Greek and Roman 
arcade became the central focus (Figure 43). From there, I distorted the arcade and 





between. The deteriorating Kogod cinder block walls were replaced with a central 
brick motif used on the arcade upon which words of the dead were scribbled all over. 
I created new opportunities for light to reveal and be hidden as well as being a jungle 
gym for the actors to create dynamic stage pictures. (Figure 44).   
After further discussion with Mitch and Dan, we took the design one step 
further by creating an all gloss black finish to all surfaces. The objects in the river of 
memories surrounding the underworld would become gloss black as well. All parties 
felt good about this final step and were a world in which the director would be able to 



































































































































Section 4 The Model 
After showing my final renderings to Mitchel Hebert and Daniel Conway, I 
moved forward with creating a, scale model of my scenic design. Developing the 
model was incredibly important to understand the complexity of the forced 
perspective arcade tipped to stage right and upstage while intersecting a raked deck. 
Working with the physical model pieces allowed me to further sculpt the 






























Section 1 The Drafting & Cost Out 
The next step in the design process was creating a full technical drafting 
packet. As the design went through the “cost out” process, we took a look at the 
pieces of scenery and tried to get it within the $5,000 budget, coming down from a 
$16,000 cost estimate. The significant idea of the show that cost the most was the 
square footage of the faux brick surround. The next most expensive idea was the hard 
wall that falls to be sound proofed and walked upon after it hinges down. The show 
received financial assistance from Daniel Conway to increase the budget to 
$7,000.00. It was dramaturgically important to keep the design idea of the show in 
tact as much as possible keeping the projection idea of the first movement and the 
reveal of the underworld.  
I reduced the square footage of the walls by angling the walls covering them 
in the idea of the letters of the dead and angled the walls to create the feeling of more 
distortion. The letters of the dead papering the surround also created a wonderful 
texture for the lighting designer. For the falling wall, I substituted a kabuki and sniffer 
idea. I took the original water-logged research image from Mitch and manipulated it 
to be the handwritten texture on the arcade to tie the two together (Figure 46). I was 
able to make cuts on materials and the size of some of the set pieces to get within the 




































































Section 2 The Paint Elevations 
After creating the drafting packet, I then went on to create paint elevations of 
each piece of scenery to communicate the paint treatment to the 
paint charge, Ann Chismar. I created physical paint samples one for the brick arcade, 
illustrating the gradients at three value steps from bottom to top (Figure 56) and the 
other arranging the torn letters from the dead that were attached to the walls as a 
gradient from colored at the bottom to black gloss mimicking the arcade (Figure 57). 
Ann and Mark Rapach shared about the time it would take to arrange the papers for 
the random falling look. Taking that information, I created 4 patterns could be 
quickly made and then attached in different combinations. Figures 58-62 are the paint 






























































Section 3 The Props List 
A Properties List is developed to communicate to the prop master what props 
are needed for the production, how many of each, and what they should look 
like. Mitchel Hebert was very precise about what props were to be used that were 
noted in the script. I wanted the props in the first movement to be minimal and 
essential.  Also included in the list are the river of memories props that are scattered 
around the perimeter of the stage representing moments of Eurydice’s life. Figures 














































































Section 5 The Props Book 
The Properties Book is a visual representation of the Properties 
List; it includes research images of each prop, piece of furniture, and consumable. 
The Properties Book is very specific about the intended appearance of each prop. All 
the set dressing (Figures 94-97) was intended to be pieces and moments of Eurydice’s 
life that lie within the river that surrounds the set. Below is the Properties Book 
(Figures 70-105) that was given to the prop master, Tim Jones. Through the process 
of rehearsal, we streamlined the props and brought in the idea of the falling paper of 
the surround to the paper used with the actors in the show to unify the idea of the 















































(Figure 79)     (Figure 80) 
 
 










(Figure 83)     (Figure 84) 
 
 












(Figure 87)     (Figure 88) 
 
 












(Figure 91)     (Figure 92) 
 
 










(Figure 95)     (Figure 96) 
 
 



































Chapter 3: The Production Photos 
 
The following images (Figures 106-119) are photographs taken by Geoff Sheil 






























































































Designing Eurydice was a huge learning experience. Looking back process, I 
found myself conflicted between the text and the director. My advisement 
consistently encouraged me to be light, sculptural and economical while the direction 
encouraged the absence of design and composition while remaining heavy, dark and 
inhumane. The biggest challenge in the process was staying positive and motivated 
each meeting with the director while not knowing the reaction or mood that would be 
displayed. I was concerned on a day to day basis if and when elements would be cut 
to the end of the production process. 
I felt I had a very good working relationship between myself and the design 
team. Anytime there was a shift in direction scenically, I would consistently go over 
with the team to get their input. This was important to maintain a good working 
relationship with the design team from day one since the set hinged greatly on 
projection and lighting to carve out the two opposing worlds.  
During the tech process, Mark Costello, the projection designer, and I were 
able to discuss different looks during the first movement. I am disappointed in the 
lack of time to finesse and change images that were not successful with the 
unexpected folds and movement of the kabuki. In addition, I am disappointed that the 
floor projections were cut in the first movement after being under the impression that 
they would be utilized more than seventy-five percent of the show. 
I could have done a better job being more courageous and confrontational 
with the director to encourage better placement of some of the blocking. For example, 





movements begin. He was not to leave this strengthened the significance of making 
his way to the underworld up and over the arcade. In addition, the climbing up and 
over the arcade was initially to be given to Orpheus. I wanted to add to the 
significance of the act of climbing and descending. Instead the director chose to have 
the Lord of the Underworld sneak up to the top to be funny during his dance 
sequence. I felt this cheapened the show and reduced the importance of Orpheus 
being able to climb up and over.  
My most concerning blocking choice was the end of the show culminating in 
the bathtub. Choosing this to be staged severely stage left caused three fourths of the 
audience to look right for the last five minutes of the play. 
Overall there were beautiful moments captured on camera and I am grateful 
for the opportunity to design. I have learned the importance for sticking up for a 
design but also learned there are times in which you do not get your way and I need to 
learn to be fine with that and chalk it up to experience. Fortunately, the director was 
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